
Give thanks to the Lord 
who is Good...
Joy to the world!

gym. We eat to live and what we consume is 
used as fuel for energy and can also be stored 
as fat. Eating healthier should be embraced as a 
lifestyle and not a diet, make your meals clean. 
Consume more wholesome foods at least 6 days 
a week, and we still have a day to enjoy our 
favorite dessert or fatty foods in moderation by 
minimizing our intake and the portion. 

Consume your complex carbohydrates at 
lunch and increase your fibrous carbohydrates at 
dinner time. If your week-end is going to be full 
of parties, then make it your goal to eat 100% 
clean during the week.

So, we’ve exercised the muscle of the mind 
to get us moving into why eating healthier and 
exercising is beneficial to us. Now we have to get 
practical and move to elevate the heart and either 
burn X amount of fat, build muscle or reach 
your personal goal. Incorporate weight bearing 
exercise with cardio and you’re on your way 
to building muscle and burning fat. Our health 
improves when we move!

Well, there we have it invest 30 min 4-5 times 
a week into improving your overall health is 
guarantee to reap dividends; guaranteed.

us the WHERE and HOW and WHAT of what you 
see ‘out there’ that people need help with. 

What will your communication goals be?

Spelling checker programs won’t catch them if 
they’re spelled correctly, yet, are not the right 
choice of word. 

Can you claim any of these errors as your own 
due to rushed writing or unconscious carelessness?

 1. Its vs. It’s
 2. I.e. vs. E.g.
 3. Loose vs. Lose
 4. You’re vs. Your
 5. Choose vs. Chose
 6. Effect vs. Affect
 7. Who’s and Whose
 8. To vs. Too vs. Two
 9. Know vs. No vs. Now
 10. There vs. Their vs. They’re

** What about how you use I and Me?

Too rushed to reference them? Write me at 
contact@helenakaufman.com and you’ll get a sheet 
with definitions and examples so you always use 
them correctly in 2010!

Our wondrous brain instantly corrects wayward 
words and searches for the right references. In 
today’s communication culture, however, enough 
of these little missteps in any message can take 
it miles away from its target. It reduces reception 
and retention. With more than 7,000 messages 
bombarding us daily, there is too much competition 
to risk losing our chance at reception success with 
careless mistakes. 

In addition to the static in the communication 
channels, our messages must also pass through 
filters. Given the opportunity of communicating 
in person, we use certain devices to advantage. 
We have words, gestures, body language, facial 
expressions and tone of voice. 

Our communications, however, are now often 
conducted via remote devices. Screens carry email, 
IMs (instant messages) and phone calls relay voice, 
photos and text messages. 

On receipt of messages we apply yet more 
filters. Our personal filters include our culture, level 
of language familiarity, challenges on the brain or 
body, energy and how crowded our field is at the 
time any message is perceived. Just to name a few. 

You can see how even the most well intentioned 
conversation partners slide into – gibberish. And the 
most well crafted messages may still only be 50% 
comprehended. Paper at least gives us a chance to 
return and absorb or reconsider information. 

VIP – Got peeves? 
Send questions and 
suggestions and we 
will feature them as 
topics in upcoming 
columns. Spelling? 
Speaking? Writing 
you’ve received. Tell 

natural pull towards 
review of the past? Are you participating in the 
tradition of making resolutions for some kind of 
improvement? Communication Culture will follow 
this propensity and will bracket the arrival of 2010 
with a look at what’s been on the communicative 
minds of our readers, this December and beyond. 

“Grammar is the study of the way language 
behaves,” said Frank McCourt in his lilting Irish 
brogue in his book ‘Teacher Man’.  I know it was 
brogue, because I had the pleasure of hearing 
McCourt own voice as he read his book on a library 
loan CD.

Early in the years of teaching English Literature 
classes to teens in New York City’s school system, 
McCourt captured their attention on a point of 
grammar by defining gibberish. “Gibberish is 
language that makes no sense. Psychology is the 
study of the way people behave. Grammar is the 
study of the way language behaves. If someone 
talks in a funny way so you can’t understand them, 
then you are thinking about grammar.”

Let me add the word ‘distraction’. When you 
read or hear poor grammar, see incorrect spelling, 
or hear a bad pronunciation it then distracts from 
receiving the message the sender hopes you will 
receive and remember. 
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 most of you may be 
thinking when the word “investment” comes into 
play in any conversation.  Investments have no 
guarantee attached to them! Well, not necessarily 
accurate…stay with me. Some investments will 
yield a rewarding return every time and it all 
comes down to our attitude prior to investing.

 We’ve all been impacted in some way by last 
years’ decline of the dollars we’ve invested – 
everyone took a hit small or large it was felt and 
it wasn’t pretty. As a result some people panicked 
and cashed in whatever was left, some on the 
other hand made the decision to ride the wave; 
while keeping the words “long-term” in place 
when tempted to run.

Long-term in the world of financial investing 
means just that…we’re in it for the long haul…
we’re committed to stay put, hold fast until our 
long-term timeline is up.

 We’re all investors and do so daily – we may 
or may not have a portfolio plan in place, money 
invested in the stock market, but we are still 
investors. We invest our money and time into 
different things- relationships, building a family, 
business, cars, boats, bikes, trips, properties, 
vacation homes, art and the list goes on, and with 
every investment there is a risk.  Agree? There is 
however an investment that guarantees amazing 
returns that affects just about every area of your 
life. Here’s a taste – you’ll have more energy 
to enjoy this journey of living, improve health, 
more restful sleep, improve sex drive (who 
doesn’t want that), increase the longevity of your 
life, combat diseases, takes years off your life, 

and bonus you look and feel better. Heck, sign 
me up!

Drum roll – mind, nutrition and exercise all 
wrapped up in one package that will cost you a 
minimum of 30 min 4-5 times per week. Who 
doesn’t’ have 30 min to invest into a healthier 
lifestyle? If you’re worth it, then you’ll commit 
to doing it.

Like you I agree that during the fall and 
winter season it can sometimes be harder to 
stick with being as active as we are during the 
spring summer months. So here are a few tips to 
encourage you to keep moving or help you get 
moving towards a healthier you regardless of 
what type of season we’re in.

It has been proven that to be successful in 
reaching any goal, your mind has to be in ready 
mode. Meaning you have to prep the mind by 
empowering and engaging it for what you’re 
about to do and that simply means you change 
your how you think about why you’re making 
the decision to eat healthier and exercise. Find at 
least two compelling reasons why you’re making 
these changes. Those reasons will keep you 
motivated through the days when you’re looking 
to find a way out of not eating health or working 
out.

The bodies we 
desire are made in 
the kitchen not the 


